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(54) AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION CONTROL DEVICE

(57) There is provided a control device (5) for an au-
tomatic transmission (4) capable of outputting a torque
reduction signal (Str) for reducing the driving torque of a
driving source (2) during a transmission shift, in which,
when a shift signal (Ss) for an upshift is input with an
accelerator opening equal to or more than a threshold
and a transmission shift is performed, the torque reduc-
tion signal (Str) for reducing the driving torque of the driv-
ing source (2) is output so that an inertial torque acting
on an input shaft (41a) of a continuously variable trans-
mission mechanism (41) is canceled while a transmission
shift ratio is changed and, before the transmission shift
ends, a vehicle driving force is reduced to a vehicle driv-
ing force after the transmission shift.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a control device for an automatic transmission provided with a continuously
variable transmission mechanism continuously variable while drivably coupling, for example, a driving source to wheels
and, more particularly, to a control device for an automatic transmission capable of outputting a torque reduction signal
for reducing the driving torque of the driving source.

Background Art

[0002] For example, in a belt type continuously variable transmission (belt type CVT) used preferably for vehicles,
there is a conventional control device that reduces the driving torque of an internal combustion engine (referred to below
as an engine) to prevent occupants from feeling unnatural due to an inertial torque acting on the input shaft of the CVT
during an upshift using manual shifting while pressing an accelerator pedal. In addition, in a CVT control device that
performs such control, there is a technique for further significantly reducing the driving torque immediately after starting
control of a transmission shift to prevent the occurrence of a shock when a change in the transmission shift ratio does
not transitionally match the driving torque of an engine (see PTL 1).

Citation List

Patent Literature

[0003] PTL 1: JP-A-2005-132329

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0004] However, the control device for an automatic transmission described in PTL 1 can prevent occupants from
feeling unnatural due to an inertial torque, but changes in the acceleration of a vehicle becomes gentle, so the driver
sensibly obtains weak acceleration feeling. That is, since the driver selecting a manual shifting operation expects sporty
feeling and sharp feeling caused by a transmission shift and desires sensible acceleration feeling accompanied with a
transmission shift operation.
[0005] An object of the invention is to provide a control device for an automatic transmission capable of controlling
the automatic transmission including a continuously variable transmission mechanism in which manual shifting can be
selected so as to sensibly obtain acceleration feeling during an upshift while accelerating.

Solution to Problem

[0006] A control device (5) (see Figs. 1 to 4, for example) for an automatic transmission (4) according to the present
disclosure is capable of executing a manual mode for performing a transmission shift in a stepwise manner on a con-
tinuously variable transmission mechanism (41) continuously variable while drivably coupling a driving source (2) to
wheels (75a and 75b) by receiving a shift signal (Ss) and capable of outputting a torque reduction signal (Str) for reducing
a driving torque of the driving source (2) during a transmission shift, in which, when the shift signal (Ss) for an upshift is
input with an accelerator opening equal to or more than a threshold and a transmission shift is performed, the torque
reduction signal (Str) for reducing the driving torque of the driving source (2) is output so that an inertial torque acting
on an input shaft (41a) of the continuously variable transmission mechanism (41) is canceled while a transmission shift
ratio is changed and, before the transmission shift ends, a vehicle driving force is reduced to a vehicle driving force after
the transmission shift.
[0007] Reference numerals in parentheses are indicated for correspondence with the drawings and are used for
convenience to facilitate the understanding, so they have no effects on the structure of the appended claims.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0008] In the control device for an automatic transmission, when (that is, during a power-on upshift) the shift signal
for an upshift is input with the accelerator opening equal to or more than a threshold and a transmission shift is performed,
the torque reduction signal is output to reduce the driving torque of the driving source, so that the inertial torque acting
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on the input shaft of the continuously variable transmission mechanism can be canceled and the vehicle driving force
can be reduced to the vehicle driving force after the transmission shift before the transmission shift ends. This increases
the change speed of the vehicle driving force as compared with the case in which the vehicle driving force is reduced
gently until the transmission shift ends, so the driver feels an immediate change in acceleration and obtains high change
responsivity, sporty feeling, sharp feeling, and sensible acceleration feeling.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0009]

[FIG. 1] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a vehicle including an automatic transmission according to an embod-
iment.
[FIG. 2] FIG. 2 is a skeleton diagram illustrating the automatic transmission according to the embodiment.
[FIG. 3] FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of the automatic transmission according to the embodiment.
[FIG. 4] FIG. 4 is a time chart illustrating the operation of the automatic transmission according to the embodiment.

Description of Embodiments

[0010] An automatic transmission according to an embodiment will be described with reference to Figs. 1 to 4.
[0011] First, the schematic structure of a vehicle 1 including the automatic transmission 4 will be described with
reference to Figs. 1 and 2. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the vehicle 1 according to the embodiment is of, for example, FF (front
engine front drive) type and includes an engine (driving source) 2, an engine ECU 3 controlling the engine 2, an automatic
transmission 4, and a transmission ECU (control device) 5 controlling the automatic transmission 4.
[0012] The engine ECU 3 includes, for example, a CPU, a ROM storing processing programs, a RAM temporarily
storing data, an input/output port, and a communication port and outputs various types of signals such as a driving signal
to a throttle motor driving a throttle valve, a control signal to a fuel injection valve, and an ignition signal to an ignition
plug, from the output port. An accelerator opening sensor 81 for detecting an accelerator opening Acc, an engine rotation
speed sensor (Ne sensor) 82 for detecting a rotation speed Ne of a crankshaft 2a of the engine 2, and the like are
connected to the engine ECU 3 via the input port.
[0013] The automatic transmission 4 includes a torque converter 40 connected to the engine 2, a continuously variable
transmission mechanism 41 connected to a torque converter 40, and a hydraulic pressure control device 42 for controlling
the hydraulic pressures of these components. Specifically, the automatic transmission 4 mainly includes the torque
converter 40, the continuously variable transmission mechanism 41, and a differential device 43, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
In addition, the continuously variable transmission mechanism 41 includes a forward/backward switching device 61 and
a belt type variable transmission apparatus 62.
[0014] The torque converter 40 is disposed in a power transmission path between the crankshaft 2a of the engine 2
an input shaft 41a of the continuously variable transmission mechanism 41 and includes a pump impeller 40a coupled
to the crankshaft 2a, a turbine runner 40b coupled to the input shaft 41a of the continuously variable transmission
mechanism 41, a stator 40c restricted to one rotation direction via a one-way clutch 40d, and a lock-up clutch 40e that
can perform (that is, can lock up input/output rotation) direct mechanical engagement between the pump impeller 40a
and the turbine runner 40b. Accordingly, the rotation of the crankshaft 2a of the engine 2 is transferred to the input shaft
41 a via a hydraulic flow passing through the pump impeller 40a, the turbine runner 40b, and the stator 40c or via
mechanical coupling by the lock-up clutch 40e.
[0015] The forward/backward switching device 61 is disposed in series with the torque converter 40 in the power
transmission path concentrically with the input shaft 41a and has a simple planetary gear SP. A sun gear 61s of the
planetary gear SP is fixed to the input shaft 41a and a ring gear 61r is coupled to a primary pulley 65, which will be
described later. In addition, the forward/backward switching device 61 includes a forward clutch 63 disposed between
a carrier 61c supporting a pinion 61p and the input shaft 41 a and a backward brake 64 to which the carrier 61c is
coupled. Accordingly, the forward clutch 63 and the backward brake 64 are disposed in series with the torque converter
40 in the power transmission path. Therefore, in the state in which the forward clutch 63 is engaged, the input rotation
of the input shaft 41 a is input to the sun gear 61s and the carrier 61c and the input rotation is transferred from a ring
gear 61r to the primary pulley 65 with the planetary gear SP directly coupled and rotating integrally. In addition, in the
state in which the backward brake 64 is engaged, the input rotation of the input shaft 41 a is input to the sun gear 61s,
the rotation of the carrier 61c is fixed, and the reverse rotation reversed via the carrier 61c is transferred to the primary
pulley 65 close to the ring gear 61r.
[0016] The belt type continuously variable transmission apparatus 62 includes the primary pulley 65, a secondary
pulley 66, and a belt (including any endless belts such as, for example, a metal push type belt, a metal pull type belt,
and a metal ring) 67 wound around both belts. As a result of controlling movable pulleys of the primary pulley 65 and
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the secondary pulley 66 by adjusting their hydraulic pressures, when the holding radius (rotary radius) of the belt 67 of
the primary pulley 65 is increased and the holding radius of the belt 67 of the secondary pulley 66 is reduced, a continuous
transmission shift is performed so as to increase the transmission shift ratio (downshift). In contrast, when the holding
radius of the belt 67 of the primary pulley 65 is reduced and the holding radius of the belt 67 of the secondary pulley 66
is increased, a continuous transmission shift is performed so as to reduce the transmission shift ratio (upshift).
[0017] An output gear 71 coupled to the secondary pulley 66 through an output shaft 41b is engaged with a gear 72a
at one end of a counter shaft 72 and a gear 72b at the other end of the counter shaft 72 is engaged with a ring gear 73
of the differential device 43. Accordingly, the output rotation continuously changed by the continuously variable trans-
mission mechanism 41 is transferred to the differential device 43 via the counter shaft 72 and output to wheels 75a and
75b connected to left and right driving shafts 74a and 74b while the differential device 43 absorbs the rotation difference
between left and right driving shafts 74a and 74b. Accordingly, the continuously variable transmission mechanism 41 is
continuously variable while drivably coupling the engine 2 to the wheels 75a and 75b.
[0018] The hydraulic pressure control device 42 has an oil pump (not illustrated) driven in sync with the rotation of the
engine 2 and a hydraulic pressure generated by the oil pump is adjusted by a primary regulator valve (not illustrated)
and a secondary regulator valve (not illustrated) to a line pressure and a secondary pressure based on the throttle
opening. In addition, the hydraulic pressure control device 42 has a plurality of solenoid valves (not illustrated) and
controls the transmission shift of the belt type continuously variable transmission apparatus 62 and the engagement of
the forward/backward switching device 61 and the lock-up clutch 40e using a hydraulic pressure or the like according
to an instruction from the transmission ECU 5.
[0019] The transmission ECU 5 includes, for example, a CPU, a ROM storing processing programs, a RAM temporarily
storing data, input/output ports, and a communication port and outputs various types of signals such as a control signal
(for the hydraulic pressure control device 42) and the torque reduction signal Str (for the engine ECU 3) from the output
port. The accelerator opening sensor 81, the engine rotation speed sensor 82, an input shaft rotation speed sensor 83
for detecting an input shaft rotation speed Nin of the input shaft 41a, an output shaft rotation speed sensor 84 for detecting
an output shaft rotation speed Nout of the output shaft 41b, a shift position sensor 85 for detecting the position of a shift
lever as the shift signal Ss, and the like are connected to the transmission ECU 5 via the input port. In addition, the
transmission ECU 5 and the engine ECU 3 are connected to each other via the communication port so that control
signals, data, and the like can be exchanged therebetween.
[0020] In addition, the transmission ECU 5 can execute, on the continuously variable transmission mechanism 41,
the manual mode for performing a transmission shift in a stepwise manner by receiving the shift signal Ss from the shift
position sensor 85. In addition, the transmission ECU 5 can output, to the engine ECU 3, the torque reduction signal Str
for reducing the driving torque of the engine 2 during a transmission shift. Known appropriate methods can be applied
to the control in which the transmission ECU 5 makes the continuously variable transmission mechanism 41 execute
the manual mode and the control in which the transmission ECU 5 outputs the torque reduction signal Str and the engine
ECU 3 reduces the driving torque of the engine 2, so detailed descriptions are omitted.
[0021] In addition, when the transmission ECU 5 receives the shift signal Ss of upshift with the accelerator opening
Acc equal to or more than a threshold and performs a transmission, the transmission ECU 5 outputs the torque reduction
signal Str for reducing the driving torque of the engine 2 so as to cancel the inertial torque acting on the input shaft 41a
of the continuously variable transmission mechanism 41 while the transmission shift ratio changes and, before the
transmission shift ends, reduce the vehicle driving force to the vehicle driving force after the transmission shift.
[0022] The following details the calculation method in the transmission ECU 5 when reducing the driving torque of the
engine 2 so as to cancel the inertial torque acting on the input shaft 41a of the continuously variable transmission
mechanism 41 and, before the transmission shift ends, reduce the vehicle driving force to the vehicle driving force (target
vehicle driving force) after the transmission shift, with reference to Fig. 4.
[0023] As illustrated in Fig. 4, a transmission shift time period T0 is the period from a time t1 at which an operation for
changing a current transmission shift ratio RATIO is performed to an end time t5 at which a transmission shift ratio
RATIO1 before the transmission shift becomes a transmission shift ratio RATIO2 after the transmission shift and the
transmission ends. The transmission ECU 5 calculates a target driving torque Trq2 to which the driving torque of the
engine 2 is reduced from a driving torque Trq1 before the transmission shift so as to cancel the inertial torque acting on
the input shaft 41a of the continuously variable transmission mechanism 41 from a start time t3 at which the transmission
shift ratio RATIO1 before the transmission shift actually starts changing until the transmission shift end time t5 (FOR
INERTIA in the drawing). Since this target driving torque Trq2 can be calculated by a method similar to a conventional
method on the basis of the engine rotation speed Ne, the transmission shift ratio RATIO, a vehicle speed V, and the
like, the detailed description of the calculation method is omitted. When the transmission ECU 5 reduces the driving
torque of the engine 2 from the current driving torque Trq1 to the target driving torque Trq2, a vehicle driving force FDV
decreases along the gentle downward straight line shown by the dashed line in the drawing when the vehicle driving
force FDV changes from a vehicle driving force FDV1 before the transmission shift to a target vehicle driving force FDV2
after the transmission shift. The target vehicle driving force FDV2 is preset or can be calculated based on the current
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running state.
[0024] Next, when the downslope of the vehicle driving force FDV is made steep to achieve a rapid change and obtain
acceleration feeling, the driving torque is reduced in consideration of the torque corresponding to the change in the
acceleration in addition to the torque corresponding to the inertia described above (FOR CHANGE IN VEHICLE DRIVING
FORCE in the drawing). Since the acceleration is calculated by dividing the force by the mass, if the mass of the running
vehicle 1 does not change, the achievement of the target acceleration means the achievement of the target vehicle
driving force FDV2.
[0025] Therefore, first, a change time period JERKTIME for reducing the vehicle driving force FDV from the vehicle
driving force FDV1 before the transmission shift to the target vehicle driving force FDV2 after the transmission shift is
set. Since the acceleration feeling depends on this change time period JERKTIME, the change time period JERKTIME
can be set as appropriate to adjust the acceleration feeling.
[0026] The change time period JERKTIME is normally set to a value equal to or less than the half of the transmission
shift time period T0. The reason is that, when, for example, an automatic transmission having a stepped transmission
mechanism performs a transmission shift, there are a torque phase for changing the engagement of the clutch and brake
and an inertia phase subsequent to the torque phase, since the vehicle driving force FDV is reduced in the torque phase
and similarity to the change time period JERKTIME is assumed, the acceleration feeling similar to that of the stepped
transmission mechanism can be obtained by setting the change time period JERKTIME to the half of the transmission
shift time period T0 as in the torque phase.
[0027] In addition, the change time period JERKTIME is not limited to the half of the transmission shift time T0 or less
and may be any period as long as the change time period JERKTIME is before the end of the transmission shift. In
addition, the change time period JERKTIME may be changed according to, for example, the input shaft rotation speed
Nin or the vehicle speed V. For example, in the embodiment, the change time JERKTIME is short as the input shaft
rotation speed Nin is high or the vehicle speed V is low and the change time JERKTIME is long as the input shaft rotation
speed Nin is low or the vehicle speed V is high.
[0028] First, a method for calculating a driving torque reduction amount ΔT from a time t4 at which the change time
period JERKTIME elapses to the time t5 at which the transmission shift ends will be described. The vehicle driving force
FDV is defined by an expression 1. 

FDV: Vehicle driving force (N)
TIN: Driving torque (Nm)
TRQITIN: Inertial torque of input shaft 41 a (Nm)
TRQITOUT: Inertial torque of output shaft 41b (Nm)
E: Transfer efficiency of continuously variable transmission mechanism 41
RATIO: Current transmission shift ratio
RED: Gear ratio of gears 72a and 72b of counter shaft 72
DIFF: Gear ratio of differential device 43
TIR: Tire radius (m)
FRIC: Travel resistance (N)

[0029] Since the target vehicle driving force FDV2 is the vehicle driving force FDV generated by the transmission shift
ratio (target transmission shift ratio) RATIO2 after the transmission shift, the relationship of an expression 2 is met. 

FDV2: Target vehicle driving force (N)
TRQDRVRQ: Driver requested torque (Nm)
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RATIO2 Target transmission shift ratio

[0030] The driver requested torque TRQDRVRQ is a value to be set based on the accelerator opening Acc and obtained
from the engine ECU 3. In addition, in the driving torque term, the driver requested torque TRQDRVRQ is used instead
of the actual driving torque TIN. The reason why the driver requested torque TRQDRVRQ is used to obtain a more
stable value is that, although the regular calculation of the inertial torque TRQITIN of the input shaft 41 a during a
transmission shift is enabled based on the change ratio of the rotation speed detected by a rotation sensor, the calculation
of an accurate value may become difficult due to noise during detection of a pulse or a difference from the actual inertial
torque may be caused by primary delay or the like even in a calculation method using a moving average as a measure
against noise. Therefore, if such a problem with the measurement accuracy is solved, the driving torque TIN may be
used as in the expression 1 instead of the driver requested torque TRQDRVRQ in the driving torque term.
[0031] When the requested driving torque reduction amount required to achieve the target vehicle driving force FDV2
at the current transmission shift ratio RATIO is assumed to be ΔT, an expression 3 is obtained based on the expression 2.

ΔT: Driving torque reduction amount (Nm) for achieving target vehicle driving force FDV2
[0032] The inertial torque TRQITOUT of the output shaft 41b, the travel resistance FRIC, and a transfer efficiency E
of the continuously variable transmission mechanism 41 are substantially unchanged before and after a transmission
shift. In addition, the inertial torque TRQITIN of the input shaft 41a during a transmission shift is canceled to 0 since the
driving torque is reduced by the same amount as the inertial torque as described above. In addition, the inertial torque
TRQITIN of the input shaft 41a after the transmission shift is substantially 0 since there is no immediate rotation change
upon completion of the step transmission shift.
[0033] An expression 4 is obtained by combining the expression 2 with expression 3 in consideration of these conditions.

[0034] An expression 5 is obtained by converting the expression 4 with respect to ΔT.

[0035] Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 4, the driving torque reduction amount ΔT from the time t4 at which the change
time period JERKTIME elapses to the time t5 at which the transmission shift ends can be obtained by the expression 5.
[0036] Next, a calculation method for a driving torque reduction amount ΔT(i) from the time t3 at which the transmission
shift starts to the time t4 at which the change time period JERKTIME elapses will be described. As illustrated in Fig. 4,
since the driving torque is linearly reduced from the driving torque Trq1 before being changed, the downslope needs to
be obtained. Therefore, as indicated in an expression 6, a driving torque gradual change amount ΔTSWP for achieving
the target vehicle driving force FDV2 is defined as the downslope.

ΔTSWP: Driving torque gradual change amount (Nm/sec) for achieving the target vehicle driving force FDV2
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[0037] In addition, it is possible to obtain the driving torque reduction amount ΔT(i) at some point from an expression
7 by accumulating the driving torque gradual change amount ΔTSWP based on an elapsed time i from the time t3 at
which the transmission shift starts.

[0038] The operation of the automatic transmission 4 above will be described with reference to the flowchart in Fig. 3
and the time chart in Fig. 4.
[0039] While the vehicle 1 runs, the driver selects the manual mode, presses the accelerator pedal by a predetermined
amount or more to perform acceleration, and performs an upshift by operating, for example, the shift lever (step S1, t1
in Fig. 4). This causes the transmission ECU 5 to determine whether to start the transmission shift in consideration of
the accelerator opening Acc obtained from the accelerator opening sensor 81, the shift signal Ss from the shift position
sensor 85, the input shaft rotation speed Nin obtained from the input shaft rotation speed sensor 83, the output shaft
rotation speed Nout obtained from the output shaft rotation speed sensor 84, the vehicle speed V calculated from it, and
the like (step S2).
[0040] When the transmission ECU 5 determines the start of a transmission shift (t2 in Fig. 4), the continuously variable
transmission mechanism 41 starts transmission shift operation (step S3, t3 in Fig. 4). Consequently, the transmission
ECU 5 starts controlling the vehicle driving force FDV (step S4, t3 in Fig. 4). The transmission ECU 5 generates and
outputs the torque reduction signal Str for reducing the driving torque of the engine 2 so as to cancel the inertial torque
acting on the input shaft 41 a of the continuously variable transmission mechanism 41 and reduce the vehicle driving
force FDV to the target vehicle driving force FDV2 before the transmission shift ends. At this time, as illustrated in Fig.
4, the driving torque for reducing the torque corresponding to the inertia and the change amount of the vehicle driving
force for acceleration feeling are separately calculated and then these amounts are added to generate and output the
single torque reduction signal Str. In the embodiment, the torque reduction amount, which indicates the driving torque
reduced to cancel the torque corresponding to the inertia, is the same as in the related art and will not be described.
[0041] The transmission ECU 5 determines whether the elapsed time from the time t3 at which the transmission shift
starts has reached the change time period JERKTIME (step S5). When the transmission ECU 5 determines that the
elapsed time from the time t3 at which the transmission shift starts has not reached the change time period JERKTIME
(from t3 to t4 in Fig. 4), the transmission ECU 5 calculates the driving torque reduction amount ΔT for achieving the
target vehicle driving force FDV2 from the expression 5 using the driver requested torque TRQDRVRQ based on the
target transmission shift ratio RATIO2 and the current transmission shift ratio RATIO (step S6, ΔT in Fig. 4). Then, the
transmission ECU 5 calculates the driving torque gradual change amount ΔTSWP for achieving the target vehicle driving
force FDV2 from the expression 6 based on the driving torque reduction amount ΔT and the change time period JERKTIME
(step S7, ΔTSWP in Fig. 4). In addition, the transmission ECU 5 calculates the current driving torque reduction amount
ΔT(i) from the expression 7 by adding the driving torque gradual change amount ΔTSWP to the previous driving torque
reduction amount ΔT(i - 1) (step S8, ΔT(i) in Fig. 4).
[0042] The transmission ECU 5 adds the driving torque reduction amount for canceling the inertia to the calculated
current driving torque reduction amount ΔT(i), calculates the total driving torque reduction amount, generates the torque
reduction signal Str for achieving the total driving torque reduction amount, and outputs the torque reduction signal Str
to the engine ECU 3 (step S9). The engine ECU 3 receives the torque reduction signal Str and performs reduction
processing for temporarily reducing the driving torque on the engine 2. As the reduction processing, it is possible to
apply a known method such as, for example, the adjustment of ignition timing or the adjustment of a fuel injection amount
as appropriate according to the driving torque reduction amount. Then, the transmission ECU 5 determines again whether
the elapsed time from the time t3 at which the transmission shift starts has reached the change time period JERKTIME
(step S5).
[0043] This reduces the vehicle driving force FDV linearly from the vehicle driving force FDV1 before the transmission
shift, from the time t3 at which the transmission shift starts to the time t4 at which the change time period JERKTIME
elapses and the vehicle driving force FDV reaches the target vehicle driving force FDV2 at the time t4 (from t3 to t4 in
Fig. 4). Since the change time period JERKTIME is equal to or less than the half of the transmission shift time period
T0, the vehicle driving force FDV reaches the target vehicle driving force FDV2 before a lapse of the half of the transmission
shift time period T0 from the time t1 at which a transmission shift operation is performed to the time t5 at which the
transmission shift ends.
[0044] In the embodiment, the change time period JERKTIME is short as the input shaft rotation speed Nin is high or
the vehicle speed V is low and the change time period JERKTIME is long as the input shaft rotation speed Nin is low or
the vehicle speed V is high. Therefore, the downslope ΔTSWP of the torque reduction signal Str is steep as the input
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shaft rotation speed Nin is high or the vehicle speed V is low and the downslope ΔTSWP of the torque reduction signal
Str is gentle as the input shaft rotation speed Nin is low or the vehicle speed V is high. Therefore, when the input shaft
rotation speed Nin is high and the vehicle speed V is low, since the driver often expects strong acceleration feeling,
strong acceleration feeling can be achieved by making the downslope ΔTSWP steep. When the input shaft rotation
speed Nin is low and the vehicle speed V is high, since the driver does not often expect strong acceleration feeling,
weak acceleration feeling can be achieved by making the downslope ΔTSWP gentle.
[0045] In step S5, when the transmission ECU 5 determines that the elapsed time from the time t3 at which the
transmission shift starts has reached the change time period JERKTIME (t4 to t5 in Fig. 4), the transmission ECU 5
calculates the driving torque reduction amount ΔT for achieving the target vehicle driving force FDV2 from the expression
5 using the driver requested torque TRQDRVRQ based on the target transmission shift ratio RATIO2 and the current
transmission shift ratio RATIO (step S10, ΔT in Fig. 4). Then, the transmission ECU 5 calculates the total driving torque
reduction amount by adding the driving torque reduction amount for canceling the inertia to the calculated current driving
torque reduction amount ΔT, generates the torque reduction signal Str for achieving the total reduction amount, and
outputs the generated torque reduction signal Str to the engine ECU 3 (step S11). In addition, the transmission ECU 5
determines whether the condition for ending the transmission shift is met (step S12). When determining that the condition
for ending the transmission shift is not met, the transmission ECU 5 determines whether the elapsed time from the time
t3 at which the transmission shift starts has reached the change time period JERKTIME (step S5). When determining
that the condition for ending the transmission shift is met, the transmission ECU 5 ends the processing.
[0046] Therefore, from the time t4 at which the change time period JERKTIME elapses to the time t5 at which the
transmission shift ends, the vehicle driving force FDV is maintained at the target vehicle driving force FDV2 (from t4 to
t5 in Fig. 4). Accordingly, from the time t3 at which the transmission shift starts to the time t4 at which the change time
period JERKTIME elapses, the downslope of the vehicle driving force FDV becomes steeper than in the case (the dashed
line in Fig. 4) in which the driving torque is not reduced to obtain acceleration feeling. Until the time t5 at which the
transmission shift ends, since the vehicle driving force FDV is maintained at the target vehicle driving force FDV2, the
driver receives rapid acceleration and obtains acceleration feeling during the change time period JERKTIME.
[0047] As described above, in the control device 5 of the automatic transmission 4 according to the embodiment, when
(that is, during a power-on upshift) the shift signal Ss for an upshift is input with the accelerator opening Acc equal to or
more than a threshold and a transmission shift is performed, the torque reduction signal Str is output to reduce the driving
torque of the engine 2, so that the inertial torque acting on the input shaft 41 a of the continuously variable transmission
mechanism 41 can be canceled and the vehicle driving force FDV can be reduced to the target vehicle driving force
FDV2 before the transmission shift ends. This increases the change speed of the vehicle driving force FDV as compared
with the case in which the vehicle driving force FDV is reduced gently until the transmission shift ends, so the driver
feels an immediate change in acceleration and obtains high change responsivity, sporty feeling, sharp feeling, and
acceleration feeling sensibly.
[0048] In the control device 5 for the automatic transmission 4 according to the embodiment, the vehicle driving force
FDV reaches the target vehicle driving force FDV2 before a lapse of the half of the transmission shift time period T0
from the time t1 at which a transmission shift operation is performed to the time t5 at which the transmission shift ends.
[0049] Therefore, in the control device 5 for the automatic transmission 4 according to the embodiment, acceleration
feeling similar to, for example, a stepped transmission mechanism is achieved and the driver can sensibly obtain more
acceleration feeling.
[0050] In addition, in the control device 5 for the automatic transmission 4 according to the embodiment, the torque
reduction signal Str from when the vehicle driving force FDV is reduced to the target vehicle driving force FDV2 to when
the transmission shift ends is obtained by adding a torque reduction amount for canceling the inertial torque acting on
the input shaft 41a of the continuously variable transmission mechanism 41 to a torque reduction amount set so as to
maintain the vehicle driving force FDV at the target vehicle driving force FDV2 based on the target transmission shift
ratio RATIO2 of the continuously variable transmission mechanism 41 and the current transmission shift ratio RATIO.
[0051] Therefore, in the control device 5 of the automatic transmission 4 according to the embodiment, the torque
reduction signal Str includes the torque reduction amount for canceling the inertial torque, so the inertial torque can be
removed from the vehicle driving force FDV. In addition, the torque reduction signal Str includes the torque reduction
amount for maintaining the vehicle driving force FDV at the target vehicle driving force FDV2, so the vehicle driving force
FDV having been reduced to the target vehicle driving force FDV2 can remain unchanged.
[0052] In addition, in the control device 5 for the automatic transmission 4 according to the embodiment, the torque
reduction signal Str when the vehicle driving force FDV is reduced to the target vehicle driving force FDV2 is obtained
by adding the torque reduction amount for canceling the inertial torque acting on the input shaft 41a of the continuously
variable transmission mechanism 41 to the torque reduction amount of the downslope ΔTSWP set based on the input
shaft rotation speed Nin of the continuously variable transmission mechanism 41 and the vehicle speed V.
[0053] Therefore, in the control device 5 of the automatic transmission 4 according to the embodiment, the torque
reduction signal Str includes the torque reduction amount for canceling the inertial torque, so the inertial torque can be
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removed from the vehicle driving force FDV. In addition, since the torque reduction amount of the downslope ΔTSWP
is calculated as a function of the current transmission shift ratio RATIO, which is correlated with the input shaft rotation
speed Nin and the vehicle speed V, and the target transmission shift ratio RATIO2 the control itself can be performed
easily. In addition, the input shaft rotation speed Nin and the vehicle speed V are actually measured values for calculating
the torque reduction amount of the downslope ΔTSWP.
[0054] In addition, in the control device 5 of the automatic transmission 4 according to the embodiment, the downslope
ΔTSWP of the torque reduction signal Str is steep as the input shaft rotation speed Nin is high or the vehicle speed V
is low and the downslope ΔTSWP of the torque reduction signal Str is gentle as the input shaft rotation speed Nin is low
or the vehicle speed V is high.
[0055] Therefore, in the control device 5 for the automatic transmission 4 according to the embodiment, when the
input shaft rotation speed Nin is high, the vehicle speed V is low, and the driver often expects strong acceleration feeling
by selecting a low transmission shift stage, then strong acceleration feeling can be achieved by making the downslope
ΔTSWP steep. When the input shaft rotation speed Nin is low, the vehicle speed V is high, and the driver does not often
expect strong acceleration feeling by selecting a high transmission shift stage, then weak acceleration feeling can be
achieved by making the downslope ΔTSWP gentle. As described above, since the vehicle driving force FDV can be
changed according to the running state, the acceleration feeling of the driver can be made more natural. By using only
the transmission shift stage instead of the input shaft rotation speed Nin and the vehicle speed, the downslope ΔTSWP
may be made steep when the transmission shift stage is low or the downslope ΔTSWP may be made gentle when the
transmission shift stage is high. In addition, to make acceleration feeling during an upshift uniform without using trans-
mission shift stage, the downslope ΔTSWP may be made steep as the input shaft rotation speed Nin and the vehicle
speed V are low or the downslope ΔTSWP may be made gentle as the input shaft rotation speed Nin and the vehicle
speed V are high.
[0056] In addition, in the control device 5 for the automatic transmission 4 according to the embodiment, the downslope
ΔTSWP of the torque reduction signal Str is calculated based on the current transmission shift ratio RATIO, the target
transmission shift ratio RATIO2 the driver requested torque TRQDRVRQ based on the accelerator opening Acc, and
the change time period JERKTIME required to reduce the vehicle driving force FDV to the target vehicle driving force
FDV2 (see the expressions 5 and 6).
[0057] Therefore, in the control device 5 for the automatic transmission 4 according to the embodiment, since the
driver requested torque TRQDRVRQ is used as the driving torque, more accurate control is achieved by eliminating the
effect of noise during measurement of the inertial torque TRQITIN as compared with the case in which the actual driving
torque TIN is used.
[0058] Although reduction in the vehicle driving force FDV for obtaining acceleration feeling starts at the time t3 at
which the transmission shift starts in the above embodiment, the invention is not limited to the embodiment. Reduction
in the vehicle driving force FDV for obtaining acceleration feeling may start at anytime from the time t1 at which the
transmission shift operation is performed to the time t5 at which the transmission shift ends. For example, when reduction
in the vehicle driving force FDV for obtaining acceleration feeling starts at the time t2, since the driver has performed
the upshift operation even though the transmission shift does not start actually, the driver can obtain acceleration feeling
immediately after the upshift operation and the acceleration feeling may become more comfortable.
[0059] In addition, although an internal combustion engine is used as the driving source in the embodiment, the
invention is not limited to the embodiment and an electric motor may be used instead of an internal combustion engine
in the case of, for example, an electric vehicle or hybrid vehicle provided with an electric motor. In the case of, for
example, a hybrid vehicle provided with both an internal combustion engine and an electric motor, the torque reduction
amount for canceling the inertial torque may be covered by reduction in the driving torque of the engine and the torque
reduction amount for obtaining acceleration feeling may be covered by reduction in the driving torque of the motor.
[0060] In addition, although the continuously variable transmission apparatus 62 is installed as the continuously variable
transmission mechanism 41 in the above embodiment, the invention is not limited to the embodiment and other types
of continuously variable transmission mechanisms are applicable.

Industrial Applicability

[0061] The control device for the automatic transmission relates to a control device for an automatic transmission
provided with a continuously variable transmission mechanism continuously variable while drivably coupling, for example,
a driving source to wheels and the control device for the automatic transmission is preferably applicable, more particularly,
to a control device for an automatic transmission capable of outputting a torque reduction signal for reducing the driving
torque of the driving source.
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Reference Signs List

[0062]

2: engine (driving source)
4: automatic transmission
5: transmission ECU (control device)
41: continuously variable transmission mechanism
41 a: input shaft
75a and 75b: wheels
FDV: vehicle driving force
FDV2: target vehicle driving force (vehicle driving force after transmission shift)
JERKTIME: change time period (time period for reducing the vehicle driving force to the vehicle driving force after
transmission shift)
Ss: shift signal
Str: torque reduction signal

Claims

1. A control device for an automatic transmission capable of executing a manual mode for performing a transmission
shift in a stepwise manner on a continuously variable transmission mechanism continuously variable while drivably
coupling a driving source to a wheel by receiving a shift signal and capable of outputting a torque reduction signal
for reducing a driving torque of the driving source during a transmission shift,
wherein, when the shift signal for an upshift is input with an accelerator opening equal to or more than a threshold
and a transmission shift is performed, the torque reduction signal for reducing the driving torque of the driving source
is output so that an inertial torque acting on an input shaft of the continuously variable transmission mechanism is
canceled while a transmission shift ratio is changed and, before the transmission shift ends, a vehicle driving force
is reduced to a vehicle driving force after the transmission shift.

2. The control device for an automatic transmission according to claim 1,
wherein the torque reduction signal from when the vehicle driving force is reduced to the vehicle driving force after
the transmission shift to when the transmission shift ends is obtained by adding a torque reduction amount for
canceling the inertial torque acting on the input shaft of the continuously variable transmission mechanism to a
torque reduction amount set so as to maintain the vehicle driving force at the vehicle driving force after the trans-
mission shift based on a target transmission shift ratio of the variable transmission mechanism and a current trans-
mission shift ratio.

3. The control device for an automatic transmission according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the torque reduction signal when the vehicle driving force is reduced to the vehicle driving force after the
transmission shift is obtained by adding the torque reduction amount for canceling the inertial torque acting on the
input shaft of the continuously variable transmission mechanism to a torque reduction amount of a downslope set
based on an input shaft rotation speed of the continuously variable transmission mechanism and a vehicle speed.

4. The control device for an automatic transmission according to claim 3,
wherein the downslope of the torque reduction signal is steep as the input shaft rotation speed is high or the vehicle
speed is low and the downslope of the torque reduction signal is gentle as the input shaft rotation speed is low or
the vehicle speed is high.

5. The control device for an automatic transmission according to claim 3 or 4,
wherein the downslope of the torque reduction signal is calculated based on the current transmission shift ratio, the
target transmission shift ratio after the transmission shift, a driver requested torque based on the accelerator opening,
and a time required to reduce the vehicle driving force to the vehicle driving force after the transmission shift.

6. The control device for an automatic transmission according to any one of claims 1 to 5,
wherein the vehicle driving force reaches the vehicle driving force after the transmission shift before a lapse of half
of a time after a transmission shift operation is started until the transmission shift ends.
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